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rienced in experiments at liquid hydrogen temperatures and at which
my measUl'ements had to be made.
Deterlllinations made by CHAPPUIS 1) and by RAYLEIGH, in each case
with apparatus designed to attain a higher degree of accuracy than
that of the Leiden volumenometer, also afford a basis of comparison.
0
CHAPPUIS measured compressibilities at 0 C. between 1.4 and 1.8
atmospheres. IHs results give BAO
0,00058, from which, using the
figure gh'en by KAMERUNGH ONNES and BRAAK 2) for the difference
bet ween BAlooo and BAOO we get
BA200
0,00064 and O-C
-0,00003.
The \'alues deduced from the two single observations distant by
about half the pressure difference from each otber, in which the
errors are increased, differ by 0,0001.
Finally, IJord RAYJ.EIGH'S') measurements were made with an apparatus specially designed to give an accurate comparison bet ween pVA
at balf an atmosphere and its value at double that pressnre. From
them we get B AIO.7
0,00054 from which, llsing again the KAMERi..INGH
ONNES-BRAAK result just given, we obtain
B A200
0,00057 and O-C = -0,00010.
80 that comparison between the restIlts now given with those
yielded by these different researches shows a satisfactory agreement.
In the proposed determination of BA at hydrogen temperatures
circumstances wiJl' be much more favourable than at ordinary temperature, for BAdA will then be 15 to 20' times greater at the same
pressure. We may regard the vaiue obtained for BA in this wayat
-252:l C. as accurate to within 2%' and to within 10 0;. at -2590 C.
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"Isotherm.'! of diatomic gases anc! of their binm'Y
mixtu1'es. XI. On determinations with t!le volurnenometer of
the compressibility of gases under s1nall pressw'es and at low
temperatul'es" By W. J. DE HAAS. Communication N°. 127 b
from the Physicld Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by
Prof. H. KAMERLlNGH ONNES).
(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1912).

§ 1. Oriticism of the pressure equilibrium between the piezometer
and the volumenometer. In the investigation of the compressibility
of hydrogen vapour with which a subsèquent paper by Prof. KAMER1)

P.

GaAPPUlS,

Nouvelies études sur Ie thermomètre à gaz.

I) Comm. no. lOOb, These Proceedings Dec. '07.
S) Lord RA,YLEIGB, Proc. Roy. Soc. 73 (1904:). Ztsch.

phys. Chem. 62 (1906).
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wmn O~NES and myself wiU deal, the volllmenometer described in
the previolIs Communication was used to measUl'e the quantity of
hydrogen contained nnder different pressures in a reservoir - the
piezometer reservoir - whieh was immersed in liquid hydrogen and
eonnected with tbe volumenometer by a capillary and tap. The
pres:;lll'e of the gas in the piezometer reservoit· was then given for
each measnrement by the pressnre of the gas in tbe volumenometer
in pressnre equilibrium with it. lt was shown in Communications
N°. 121 a (Proc. May 1911) and N°. 127 a (These PJ·oc. p. ~95) that the
aecuraey with whieh the pressure, volume and temperature of the
quantity of gas eontained iu the volumenometer could be determined
was suffieient 10 allow of the evaluation of the \'irial eoeffieients B
at low temperatUl'es for hydrogen vapour from determinations of
the compressibility of that vapour. More particular attention must
now be bestowed upon the question of pressure equilibrium between
the volumenometer and the piezometer.
In the course of the above experiments it was repeatedly neeessary
to adjust the merenry in the volumenometer to one of t.he lower
necks (for instanee, '/lil' Ul s ' or 1n •. Cf. Comm. N°. 117, PI. I, Proc.
Febr. 1911). The quantity of gas contained in the volumenometer
was in those cases always less (though not many time!"!) than that in
tlle piezometer of 110 cc. capacity and at a temperature of -252 0
to - 258 0 C., so that the gas in the piezometer was of a density
from 12 to 20 times greater than that in the volumenometer. On each
side of the ellpillary, therefore, whieh bad to be long on account
of tlle construct ion of tbe cryostat and narrow on account of tbe
uncertainty of tbe volume correction to be applied for it, there are
rela.tively lal'ge quantilies of gas. On account of friction in the
capiUal'y, pressure equilibrium wiII be but slowly attained. A preliminary experiment had shown the desirability of a means to decide
from the measurements themselves when exactly this pressure equilibl'Îum had been attained. In order therefore to obtain the necessary
data for this, Ihe behaviour of the pressure in the volumenometer
was systematically observed during the final experiments upon the
compressibility of hydrogen "apour at .low temperatures (June 23
and 24, July 8, 14, and 18, 1911) on each occasion on which the
meniscus was adjllsted fo one of the necks 1n1' 1n" 1n1 , 1ne - this
of course only after satisfyin~ tile ex peri men tal conditions to be fulfllled
for equilibrium (l'egulation of cryostat and of volumenometel' thermoslat, constancy of room temperature). At intervals, as a rule every
5 minutes, the difference between the levels of the mereury in tbe
,manometer and in the volumenometer was read and corrected, from
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tables prepared beforeband, for changes occurring during the measurement in tbe quantities determining the corrections ~such as change
in tbe temperatures of the volumenometel', the piezometer, the deadspace, change in the capillary depression, etc.).
In this way the actual change in the difference bet ween the pressure and the equilibrium pressure was known at all stages of the
measurement. During the measurements a curve was drawn with
tbis pressure difference as ordinate and time as abscissa, and the
observation was regarded as at an end as soon as the plotted points
began to fluctuate about a line drawn parallel to the abscissa axis.
The accompanying diagram (unit ordinate representing 0.1 mmo
mercury) is taken from the above investigation and refers to the
adjustment of the pressure equilibrium on July 18, 1~11, an occasion
on which circumstances were particularly unfavourable. The observed
pressllre differences, increased by a certain fixed quantity, are 1'epresented by circles. At the end of ~ 3 we shall return to this diagram.
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2. Calculation of t!te l'ressuJ'e change ji'om tlte experimental data.

The curve giving the change in the pressure difference between
the two communicating vessels -as a function of the time was now
calculated from the dimensions of the apparatus and from data
determining the tempm'ature distribution along the glass capillary.
As will be seen from the end of § 3, calculation is in complete
agreement with observation, and is tberefore suitable for cbecking
the smallest pressl1re difference experimentall.r determined by the
above method in the case discussed in § 3. The reduction of the
theoretical calrulation to formulae' bas the result that it not only
covers this particular case, but it ean also be applied to gauge the
degree of pressure equilibrium in similar cases in which capillary
connections oc~ur in experiments at low temperatures.
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The inflnence of gravity upon the ga.s is left out of account in
the calcnlation, as is also tbe pressure diffet'ence which KNUDSEN'S
researches show must exist. Ir necessary both corrections may be
applied to tbe observed pre~sure at wbich equilibrium is attained 1).
Tbe influence of slipping along the walls of the capillary is also
left out of account, while the volume of the capillary bas been regarded
as negligible compared with that of the reservoir and of the volumenometer. It is also assumed that the speed may be regal'ded as to
remain the same over a short period of time, and that the speed is
sm all (far bel ow the critical) ; further tbat the temperatul'e, '1', and the
pressure, p, may Oe regarded as uniform over any cross-section,
so that if x is the length and y and z two axes at right aogles to
it and to each other, p is independent of y and z; and, finally, that
the speeds v and w in the directions of y and z may be taken to
be zero. A flow is thel'efol'e assumed such that in a tube at constant
temperature throughout and for a substance whose density is independent of the pl'essure POISEUlLU'S law should hold, and sucb as
ma)' be regarded as sut,jeet to tbis law over any element of lengtb,
d:c, of the capillary when tbe values of the pressure gl'adient, the
density Q and the viscosity 1l at tbat particular place are inserted.
'Vorking out the eqnations of motion subject to the given a.ssumptions!) at once leads to the re-su]t
dm

:Ir

(J

dt

8

'tJdm

-=-R~-

dp

-

.

.

(1)

whel'e m is the mass of the gas contained in the reservoir, and hence
dm

-

dt

the mass wbich flows per unit time across any section of the

capillar~·.

We assume 'tJ to be independent of the pressl1re 60 that 'tJ
and for j ('1') we take SUTHERLANV'S formula
C

_

'1- 'tJe

l +273
-

V
l+T
C

= f (T),

-

~

273

1) As a general ruIe, however, both correctionc; may be neglected. For tlie
lowest pressure occurring in the course of the experiments for which this catculation was made the KNUDSEN correction just reached that limit at which tbe
calculations by KAMERLINGH ONNES for the capillaries of his hydrogen and helium
thermometers show it would begin to be appreciabie .
2) Cf. O. E. MEYER, Pogg. Ann. 127. p. 263, 353.
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in whieh C is a constant. As an approximation for vapours we may
write p
af!
bQ' in which a and bare funetions of T. These
and all olher quantities occurring in the present calculation were
expl'essed in absolute measure (the C. G. S. system was chosen). lf
T be given as a function of x, equation (1) ean at once be integrated.
As a further simplification fol' this integration we shall l'(\gard b
as negligible on account óf the smallness of br/ compared with af!.
lf tbe prcssnre difference betwecn the ends of the eapillary is small,
deviations from Boyu's law may, to the same extent, be allowed
for. For fllrther information on this point I may refer to my dissertation.
It may be further rcmarked that we may differentiate between
three different portions of the capillary. Tbe first part projects above
the cryostat, and has throughout its whole length the same temperature, that of its surroundings (room temperalure) ; fOl' the pressme
at the upper end of this portion we shall write !J4 and fOl' the
pressure at the 10we1' end ps' In the second part of the eapillary
tbe temperature changes from the room tempel'ature to that of the
eryostat bath. ,The pressure at the upper end of this part is pa, and
for thc pl'cssu1'e at thc 10we1' end we shall write }J2' The third
portion of the eapillary is wholly within the cryostat bath, and over
its whole length has the temperature of the bath. P. is the pressure
at the upper end, and we shall write PI for the pressure at the
lower end.
With the ohject aboye indicuted of not only calculating for the
partieulal' case discllssed in § 3, but also of obtaining simple formulae
applieable to analogous cases I have endeavoured to find a simple
form for the function ex pressing the tempel'ature of the middle portion
in term::; of the length; in order that four terms in th is would
suffice I have imagined a sudden change in the temperature at Ihe
junetion of the second and thil'd porti ons of the capillary, in other
words I assume that at that point the temperature changes rapidly
over a length which is large eompared with the diameter of the
capillary but is still small compared with its length,
The ealeulation is therefore made for a temperature distriblltion
other than that whieh actually exists, but, as will be seen, the
difference between the two cases does not affect the result.
Tbe temperature distribution over tbat portion of the capillal'y in
wbicb tbe temperature is variabie is thus l'epresented by

= +

(2)

In tbe experiment further discussed in
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at the surface of tbe bath would be one of from T,=26° K. to T,=15°K.
With a = a,T,
C

1+273

Á'=---

V273

and A -

8 d
- -4 ~
:Tr1l

dt '

.

(3)

(1) now gives

(4)

for the first portion
1

and for the third portion A -')'
'1 l .
l' (p 2'-p I
~I\.,ll,

,

.

(5)

while the substitution of
T

= etg' a

.

.•.

(6)

gives

so tbat Pi and P, ean he expressed in terms of p, and P.. From
(4), (5), (7) it is seen that for a case sueb as that diseussed in § 3
for wbieh Tl
15°K. and T.
295°K, p, does not differ appreeiably
from p" so that one need not be very partictIlar about the Iowel'
limit in the integral of (7) and (8), and the small jump in the tempe-rature is of no influence within the limits of accuracy desil'ed; this
indeed is obviollS if one considers that the gas flows about
20 times more slowIy in tbe eold portion while tbe viseosity is also
about as man)' times smaller.
With the tempero.ture funetion now obtained for the interchange
of pressure in a gas of known C, 1]0 and a, through a en.pillary of
radius R, and for a given temperature dist,.ibutioJl, we obtain

=

=

(9)

in whieb

111 2

is tbe mass of gas in the 'volumenometer, and

K

= L'f]o (FT -FT.) + M'f]l" Tl + N'f].'J...T.
I

2

where the quantities L, Mand N followat onee from (4), (5) and (7).
The first membel' of the expression for K refers to the por/ion of
tbe capillary in wbich tbe fall of temperature OCCUl'8, and the seeond
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and thil'd membel's to those portions
uniform.
If we furtller write

10

whieh the tempet'ature

IS

(10)

in which V l represents the volume at the \ower temperature, v. that
at ol'dinary temperatlll'e, and m the total nmss, and then integrate
(9) we obtain, with the Oiuissioll of an integration constant
'1', t"l
(m-m)
--·m
1\ v.
•
1\ !', •
-----loq - - - - - l\T(m .
T 4v 1
(m-m.) - --rTt,
TI!"'

+

The case disclIssed in ~ 3 and graphed
of the curves given by this eqllation.
~

3,

fig. 1 gives an example

III

Application to a special case. Deductions.

From measurements made dllrillg the experiment of 18 th July 1911
temperatllres were to be taken as

C, fol' 10 cm. in thc liquid bath
-228°
7 cm.
"
-115°
7 cm.
"
25'
14 cm.
"
22°
,,22 cm. projecting outside the cryostat.
Room temp. at
For the calculation of (2) the tempet'atllre of each porti on is
regarded as the temperatl1re at its centl'e.
We therefol'e get ).1
10, 1,(
11, TI
15, T(
Ta
295;
and from ,e
10 to .cc
49 eqnation (2) hoJds with the vaJues
-258~

+

=

=

q

= 1.66

=

=

lx

= 0.389

lil;;

=

= -0,00278

1) In the simple case in which Pl

n'(;

= =

= 0,00000682 ;

+

PJ may be regarded as constant, and
m Vl d + t't d in which d is the common density in both vessels,
substitution of (10) in (11) gives
Tl

= T4"

=

Vit',
C.
---109--CI(V 1+t'2) Pl-P,

= C t.
8

The subscápt 4, is here replaced by 2 .
. This is the formula given by RAYLEIGH Scientif. papers Vol. IV 18n2-1901
p, 53, This formula does not hold for instance for the evacuation of a vessel by
a pump through a capillary, to which (11) is applicable as long as the pressure
is not so small lha t the mean free path becomes comparable with the diameter
of the capillary.
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while, as was already remarked, tbe temperature jump assumed to
take pla.ce at the surface of the liquid has no influence upon tbc
resuIt. We also find

=

=

=

m
0,017, VI
110, v.
1035.
Tbe line drawn in fig. 1 has been calculat.ed from these data.
Tbe observed pressures, indieated by circles, agl'ee weil with the
results of ealeulation,
Between half-past four and five more liquid gas was admitted into
the cryostat. The readings during whidl the resulting pressure interchallge was stopped by means of a valve are not marked in the
figure. A slight temperature fluetuation oceasioned by the refilling
is doorly seen in tbe diagram. A small pressUl'e in('l-ease at 5 h 5m
dies down aOOut six o'clock quite in aecordance with the ealeulated
curve. (See 3"27 m • At this point the temperature also inereased).
As can be seen, it took more than an hou I' for the last 1.8 m.m,
pressure difference to die down to 0.02 m.m. (ttle whole pressure
was 5 cm.).
The caleulations show that tbe assumed distribution of temperatUl'e
along the capillary is, in the main, correct. It gives a very welcome
e..'1timate of the time requisite fOI' the last appreciable interchange
of gas,
To establish pressUl'e equilibrium as rapidly as possible in sueh
experiments it is necessary th at :

1. as little of the capillary as possible should project aOOve the
cryostat, and that t.he stem witbin the cryostat should be kept as
cold as possible;

2. the upper part of tbe capillary should be wider than the lower,
as is the case, for instanee, in the helium thel'mometer of KAMEKUNGH
ONNES, or bettel' still, the cormecting eapillary should be gradually
narrowed. (ln fig. 5 Comm. Sllppl. N°. 21b 1) compare the tube whieh, in
the experiments by KAMERLINGH ON NES on the attainment of the lowest
possible temperatures, had to carry off helium vaporised under 8
pressure of 0.2 mmo with the least possible reduction of pressure ;
the dimensions of this tube were calculated aceording to the principles
of , 2).
(To he continued) .
. I}

Bericht über den Il. lnlernationalen Kä1tekongres, Wien, October 1910, Bd.Il.
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